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' introducing order   and the surprising success -with v>hich
' thcj Ivue been o\crcomc    The contimiil intermixture of
 *	our territories v\ ith those of the Gtukowar, the Peshwah,
' the "\owauh of Cambav, and tlie unsettled tributaries of
 *	Ivuteewar and the Mvhee Kanta, the number of half sub-
 *	dued grassus and Mewisees within our own hmitss  the
4 numerous and ill-defined tenures in almost even village, and
 *	the turbulent and predatory character of a large proportion
'of the people, combined to make the country btvond the
 *	Mv hee more difficult to manage than an> part of the Com-
 *	pany's territories,  \et, b\ the caution of government and
4 the judgment and temper of the local officers, our authority
 *	and our svstem 1m e been established with the utmost tran-
 *	quillitj, without either irritating our subjects or embarrassing
' ourselves b\ anv sudden or violent changes    Of late years
4 our innovations have been proceeding with accelerated pro-
' gress ,   and although the danger of hasty improv ement is
' now diminished, it may still be necessars  to retard their
' ad\ ance, or at least fix the limit bev ond which it is not
 *	designed they should extend
4 When we first obtained the pergunnahs forming the old
 *	Ivaira collectorship, the whole were put in charge of Colonel
 *	Walker, and managed by his assistants, everything was left
 *	entirety on its old footing, and nothing was done but to
1 gain some information regarding the actual condition of
 *	things    When regular collectors were appointed, the same
' system was for a long time pursued
'The only change m the revenue department attempted
 *	among the grassias was the increase to their tribute, to which
 *	they were at all times liable , but the principles of a tribute
 *	were observed as long as they were under Ivaira, and with
1 the single and temporary exception of Bapoo Meea, Kusbatee
 *	of Dholka, no scrutiny was attempted into their resources or
 *	management
* The introduction of the judicial regulations was certainly
'a great innovation, and was very early adopted,   but it
 *	seems doubtful whether the effect was soon felt   It is not
 *	likely that many of the inhabitants of the grassia villages
 *	came to our courts to complain, and where the plaintiff
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